
Urban permeability
New headquarters for the Basque Government 
Health Department

This ambitious project, designed by Coll-Barreu 

Arquitectos, is being constructed on the last plot 

without buildings in the Bilbao administrative and bu-

siness centre. The main requirement when designing 

the new building was to group the personnel within a 

single space to facilitate administrative tasks, thereby 

increasing service efficiency. It was also necessary to 

give the building a unique appearance that was aes-

thetically easy to identify. The double envelope for the 

façade enables meeting urban, energy, fire resistance 

and noise insulation requirements. It is not intended 

to be just a simple structure; it has been conceived 

as a system incorporating construction techniques, 

energy exchange, building operations and its own 

purpose for being. The internal and external spa-

ces blend together through the folds in the façade, 

creating multiple vantage points on the city structures 

woven outside. The entire exterior wall system is en-

closed by the vertical frame version of MX curtain wall 

with spot pressure plates. This multi-purpose façade 

system from Technal adapts perfectly to the creati-

vity of architects, thanks to its flexible, open design, 

ensuring the customisation of the project. Further-

more, the exclusive system for attaching façade filler 

has contributed noticeably to improving the thermal 

properties of the building and reducing energy con-

sumption. The skin on the interior uses two types of 

wall systems: in the window spaces, casement win-

dows from the Saphir FXi series were installed, while 

the spaces left for the sliding windows were filled 

with Technal’s GXi series. Both have Thermal Bridge 

Breaks to meet project energy requirements.

Construction: Headquarters for the Basque Government Health Department in Bilbao Architects: COLL-BARREU ARQUITECTOS. Juan Coll-Barreu and Daniel 

Gutiérrez Zarza Developer: Basque Government Photography: Alejo Bagué Aluminium carpentry: Technal Industrial contractor: Vifasa Solutions used: MX curtain 

wall with spot pressure plates for the exterior façade, Saphir FXi series casement windows and GXi series sliding windows.

“The double-envelope façade allows 
maximum connection between the 
interior and the exterior”J U A N  C O L L - B A R R E U  A N D  D A N I E L  G U T I É R R E Z  Z A R Z A 
  C O L L - B A R R E U A R Q U I T E C TO S

431ST QUARTER
2009

Perfil
Technal  bui ld ing notes

The building folds onto itself, looking out in all directions and adapting to the changing character of the city.
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Luis Pérez Salamanca was placed in charge of 

the project for a new administrative office buil-

ding for the company BP Oil Refinery, located in 

Castellón. Situated next to the old building used 

for the same purpose and connected to it by a 

first-floor walkway, it was designed as a paralle-

lepiped, formed by a centre hall and rooms on 

the sides. However, the building’s skin and its 

entrance hall are the elements that have received 

a more-than-functional architectural treatment.  

On one side, the north façade, which is the main 

façade serving as access to the building, was de-

signed with a curtain wall of screen-printed glass, 

alternating different geometric forms, in curved 

and opaque format. The triple-height vestibule is 

what gives the façade the corporate character the 

company required for its new building. Here, the 

stairway became an excellent sculpting element 

that gives character and meaning to the empty 

space created. However, it is the south façade 

that gives a better glimpse of how the interior is 

arranged, alternating opaque aluminium panels 

with curtain walls and, every so often, with folding 

carpentry. The two side façades, on the other 

hand, serve as transitions between the longitudi-

nal sides, one more representative than the other. 

A walkway connecting the new building to the 

one already in existence will also be built using a 

curtain wall, with a distinction between its north 

and south faces. 

“The triple-height vestibule is what gives 
the façade the corporate character the 
company required for its new building.”

Construction:

BP Oil Refinery 

administration 

building in 

Castellón

Architect:

Luis Miguel Pérez 

Salamanca 

Developer:

BP Oil

Engineering:

Ecolair

España S.A.

Aluminium 
carpentry:
Technal

Industrial 

Contractors:

Francisco Forment, 

S.L. (Red 

Aluminier Technal)

Solutions used:

MX VEE structural 

and FB casement 

windows.

N

MX VEE Structural (Bonded Ex-
terior Glass): a tested system of 
multi-purpose façade that adapts 
to the creativity of architects, and 
the functional needs of developers 
and users. The glass is bonded 
with structural silicone to frames 
that, in turn, are mechanically 
attached to the aluminium struc-
ture, creating a completely smooth 
glass skin that is easy to clean. 
This curtain wall also attains noise 
insulation indexes of up to 37 dB.

The volume created in the access area is a break from the reserve of the rest of the building, with a more solid, compact projection.

The original building envelope was created with an 

MX Structural curtain wall in its Exterior Bonded 

Glass version. This façade model from Technal was 

fastened using laminated profiling, anchored to the 

floor slab. To do this, the floor slab was equipped 

with a series of angle irons during the formwork 

process, to which the profiling was previously wel-

ded. The MX curtain wall installed also had Technal 

FB series projected windows. The transparent skin 

of the main façade is also decorated with different 

screen printing that gives a lot of personality to the 

entrance of the new administration building. Sección B

Broken façade lines
New BP Oil building in Castellón

Sección B

Detailed view of the curtain wall from inside the hall.Cross section

North view

Volume and composition of the vestibule façade.

Skin on the spaces 
between floors
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Founded in 1992 to meet the needs 

of a continually expanding market, 

Francisco Forment S.L. is dedicated to 

the manufacture and installation of 

aluminium carpentry and light façades, 

while always maintaining customer 

satisfaction, reliability and the quality 

of its products and services as its 

main objectives. The company owns 

more than 3,500 m2 of installations, 

where it manufactures its orders using 

an exceptionally efficient operating 

system that provides a high level of 

production quality. It addition, they 

have an excellent team of professionals 

for product installation, providing 

the necessary quality in each of their 

projects. In response to the needs of 

increasingly dynamic and multipurpose 

architects, Francisco Forment, backed by 

Technal, the sector leader with a strong 

interest in innovation, offers a wide 

range of systems: the entire line can be 

adapted to all types of construction, 

while at the same time leaving room for 

creativity without neglecting regulatory 

compliance, the environment and 

product quality.

FRANCISCO FORMENT, S.L. 

Polígono Industrial de Raga

C/ Pintor Sorolla 15

46210 Picanya 

Valencia

Tel 902 431 724

Fax 96 159 17 55

www.forment.net

aluminier@forment.net

“Quality is our 
reason for being”

Technal has unified the nomenclature used for its curtain walls, grouping them under the common deno-

minator MX. All told, six families are grouped under this name: MX 62, MX Continuous Pressure Plate, MX 

Spot Pressure Plate, MX Structural (SSG, Nuage and Exterior Bonded Glass), MX Reflet and MX Exterior 

Anchored Glass, replacing the old Mecano and MC+ to define your façades. Among the latest novelties 

from this brand, of particular note are: 

Technal MX Façades 
MX SSG Structural and MX 62, 
the latest products from this brand

MX SSG Structural: quicker manufacturing and installation

This system completes the wide range of Technal façades by providing a new faça-

de solution with the look of structural glass that is profile-free, using trays for glass 

bonding. This curtain wall is a solution that costs less and is quicker to manufacture, 

a speed that comes from the aluminium profile installed where the glass chamber is 

sealed. This special profile may be mechanically attached to the structural profiles of 

the load-bearing curtain wall, with an exterior sealant finish between the façade glass. 

This system is compatible with other Technal façade options, and includes the choices 

of installing fixed glass panes, Italian windows and pipe openings with insulating panels. 

MX Continuous 
Pressure Plate

MX VEE 
Structural

MX Spot 
Pressure Plate

MX Nuage 
Structural

MX Reflet MX VEA

Technal has a CD available for you that details the design and manufacturing of MX façades with AutoCad 
sections, descriptions, references, etc., as well as a print version of the section on installment curtain walls 
found in its new catalogue, “Solutions in Aluminium Carpentry.” Request one at:  hbs.spain@hydro.com

MX 62: great capacity in glazing

The strength of this system gives buildings the aesthetic appeal and elegance that each project 

requires. In addition to its 62mm profile width, it can be used with both traditional grid-look 

applications and those with horizontal frames. This way, the façade benefits from the design and 

harmony needed to meet the most demanding aesthetic requirements. The MX 62 curtain wall 

offers a high degree of thermal insulation, thanks to a multi-chambered seal insert with sepa-

ration tabs that allows the system to attain U-values of 0.9 W/m2K. Its best feature, however, 

is the great glazing capacity its fixed parts accepts, which varies between 8 and 44 mm. The 

window frame depth in this system enables large sheets of glass to be integrated, half the glass 

perimeter being between 5 and 7 linear metres.



Designer Façades
A façade is the face of the building. Just as humans 

show our personality through facial expressions, buil-

dings make their intentions known through their faça-

des. This is where we find the reflection of what the 

creator wishes to express and what he or she hopes 

to achieve with the project. At the same time, the need 

to stand out and the communicative function that con-

temporary society gives architecture lead to innovati-

ve, unique and daring proposals. It’s not a question of 

mere exercises in style or disconnected exhibitions of 

the building’s soul, but rather coherent representations 

of its reason for being that are visible to the public and 

the outside world. Among the most noteworthy desig-

ners who have worked using this perspective, there 

are several who have featured Technal aluminium car-

pentry systems prominently in their façades. Such is 

the case of Carlos Ferrater, in a residential building on 

the Paseo de Gracia in Barcelona (1), who used four 

different skins: marble panels laminated over glass, 

wooden sheets, and iron and glass banisters with 

Unicity aluminium carpentry. The opaque and translu-

cent layers slide into place according to user needs, 

giving the façade great visual dynamism. Juli Capella,

in contrast, created the image of the Barcelona Hotel 

Omm (2) with a ventilated façade covered in natural 

white stone. Completely unexpected gaps open up in 

the building skin, as if it were a living surface ins-

tinctively searching for sunlight. Such a composition 

answers the need to convert the hotel into an “urban 

icon” and a demanding functional program combining 

the privacy of its guests with pleasing views, natural 

light and large openings created with Epure’s hidden 

pane carpentry. The residential building Illa de la Llum 

(3), built by Lluís Clotet and Ignacio Paricio, also 

stands out for the appearance and functionality of its 

façade. This project is shaped by the location of the 

towers, next to Barcelona’s beaches, and the magnifi-

cent sea views that suggest the creation of a gene-

rous intermediate space between the interior and the 

exterior. This is achieved by sliding aluminium blinds 

separated by a distance of approximately two metres 

from the Technal glass enclosure. The combination 

ensures the best balance between exterior views and 

solar protection. Among the public buildings where the 

Technal light façade system has been used, the Hea-

dquarters of the Madrid Chamber of Commerce High 

Council (4), designed by Rafael de La Hoz, stand out. 

It was built with two important ideas in mind: capturing 

the concept of the Chamber as a meeting place, and 

catching sight of specific still shots on the outside, at 

the whim of the designer, playing with the ambiguity 

of the word “chamber” and making its two meanings 

compatible. In the purest cubist style, the architect 

gave shape to the building with straight lines and 

geometric distribution, one cube inside the other. The 

façades combine white concrete, glass and aluminium 

carpentry, creating a playful combination of materials 

and volumes that permits connecting the interior with 

the exterior environment. The new National Institute of 

Statistics in Madrid (5), remodeled by César Ruiz-La-

rrea, breaks the routine of drab institutional architec-

ture along the Paseo de la Castellana. On the façade 

are colour combinations numbered from 001 to 058, 

representing a series of figures equivalent to 58 items 

of statistical data on Spain. The building thus explains, 

and at the same time houses, the work performed by 

the National Institute of Statistics. A similar objective 

guided the City of Justice project in Barcelona (6), 

designed by David Chipperfield and the studio B-720 

Arquitectura. The complex consists of eight buildings 

of different heights and colours, with netlike aesthe-

tics, that house the different judicial bodies. All the 

openings are equal, and are closed in by Technal car-

pentry designed expressly for this project. The façades 

use colour to give the users clues about the different 

courts found in each building. 

City of Justice
project in Barcelona (6)
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Technal® is a trademark of Hydro Building Systems S.L.
Zona Industrial Sector Autopistas • C/ Diesel, 1 - 08150 Parets del Vallès (Barcelona)
Tel. 902 22 23 23 • Fax 93 562 22 50 • hbs.spain@hydro.com • www.technal.es

Technal with Joan Lao 

The brand collaborated with the prestigious interior designer Joan Lao in the latest edi-

tion of CasaDecor. Lao advocates for common sense, honesty, harmony and well-being. 

Following these premises, Technal used a refreshing, unique design for the wall system in 

his “Hotel Suite” at the Port Fòrum in Barcelona, custom-made for a room of this type. A 

double-height MX curtain wall was installed, covering a 6 x 4-metre area; Opale series sli-

ding dividers, ideal for dividing rooms and separating areas, were also incorporated into 

the sides. Furthermore, once the sliding dividers are opened, they overlap the pillars of 

the curtain wall so that they form a single unit visually. Aluminium and glass are the most 

important elements of this spectacular façade. However, we should also call attention to 

the matte silver colour of the carpentry, a perfect finish to top it off with a very modern 

air. The wall systems in this space were manufactured and installed by Construvent, one 

of the approved manufacturers in the “Red Aluminier-Technal” network.

New catalogue 
“Solutions in Aluminium Carpentry”
Technal has published a new catalogue that includes the latest products in aluminium 

carpentry solutions, designed to be the tool that meets the needs of architects when 

developing their projects. It consists of nine clear files that show, briefly and indepen-

dently, the entire range of Technal product families: casement and sliding windows, 

doors, banisters, store fronts and solar protection. In addition, the files describe how 

Technal meets the new CTE regulations on energy savings and acoustic insulation with 

its wall systems. This catalogue is complemented by a CD with AutoCad sections, a 

PDF version, product descriptions for quality specifications, plus other helpful informa-

tion in digital format, such as a program to calculate what wall system to install in a 

particular project to comply with the new energy-saving regulations. 
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Technal presents Construmat 2009
The brand will participate once again this year in Construmat, one of the most presti-

gious trade fairs in all of Europe dedicated to the construction sector. Technal will be 

present with a stand of over 450m2 designed by Joan Llongueras and Rosa Clotet, 

from Llongueras Clotet Arquitectes. The exhibition space will conjure up a meeting pla-

ce with multiple entrances through a set of fabrics, lights and shadows, leading to the 

company’s latest products. This year’s trade fair boasts a unique feature: it will be held 

entirely within the Gran Vía venue.

YOU CAN VISIT THE TECHNAL STAND AT:

Gran Vía Venue · Palace 2 · Street D · Stand 446

 Request a copy 
of the new catalogue at: 
hbs.spain@hydro.com




